
Russian Folklore 

THEME in Russia  



WHY TSAR EVENTS? 

The only CMP (Certified Meeting Professional) in 

Russia 

 

The DMCP (Destination Management Certified 

Professional) in Russia 

 

World Travel Awards Winner 2012, 2013, 2014 

 

Member of HOSTS Global Alliance  



RUSSIA SURVIVALGUIDE book  
  

                             
by Alexander Rodionov, Managing Director of Tsar Events 

The Only Book you need to read  

before you visit Russia! 

Available on  



CONCEPT & BACKGROUND 

Russian Folklore includes many of the 

regional folkloric ensembles and dance 

companies popular in the Russian Federation. 

Often these folkloric ensembles specialize in 

collecting and maintaining the folk music 

traditions of the area of their origins which they 

service. They perform in stylized stage 

costumes based on the authentic costume 

designs used in the village but modified for 

stage use.  



Russian Dancing Cossacks 

Cossack Dance Show is performance  of 

traditional Cossack Russian folk dance routine 

consisting of acrobatic tumbles, jumps, 

breathtaking spins and leaps and the infamous 

Cossack kicks! 



Russian Singing Cossacks 
Cossacks can not only dance but sing!  

Copyright Tsar Events, 2010-2011 



Balalaika Trio/Orchestra 

Balalaika is stringed musical instrument 

of Russian origin. Usually concert 

program comparises Russian traditional 

& folk melodies, also Western classical 

works are played. Will be ideal 

entertainment for welcome receptions 

in the Russian style, Russian dinners or 

lunches as background music.  



Bread and Salt Ceremony 

Bread and Salt Ceremony is one of the 

oldest Russian traditions. When important, 

respected or admired guests arrive, they 

were greeted by young women in 

traditional costumes with a loaf of bread 

placed on a rushnik (embroidered towel). 

A salt holder or a salt cellar is placed on 

top of the bread loaf or secured in a hole 

on the top of the loaf.  



Gypsy show 

A unique and colorful treat, spirited gypsy 

actors perform the traditional, hypnotizing 

dances with modern panache. Set to familiar 

Russian folk favorites, they twirl and bounce, 

before inviting everyone to join in on the fun. 

Traditionally in Russia the gipsies were invited 

to the restaurants or houses by rich merchants 

to animate the guests, to convey the positive 

emotions and create the atmosphere of a real 

festival!  



Russian Babki 
Russian Babki is a typical folklore Russian 

Babki (old ladies) singing typical Russian 

folklore songs!  

Copyright Tsar Evnts, 2010-2011 



Babki from Karelia 
Karelia is an ancient land of forests, lakes, small 

villages and epic songs. It is  is a region that 

encompasses both sides of the Finnish and Russian 

border and the ensemble's music is an exciting and 

interesting mix of Finnish, Russian and Karelian 

cultures. Four Old  Russian Ladies and Harmonica 

player, wearing  national  folklore costumes of the 

North Eastern area of Karelia: bright colorful head 

kerchieves, skirts, made of wool, folded in different 

ways and often colorfully striped, embroidered shirts, 

sing a Capella Russian village and work songs.  



TSAR EVENTS DMC & PCO 
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& Corporate Events in Russia 
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